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BPP Learning Media's status as official ACCA Approved Learning Provider Content means our ACCA Study Texts and Practice & Revision Kits are reviewed
by the ACCA examining team. BPP Learning Media products provide you with
the exam focussed material you need for exam success.
Teacher and student interaction occur in a complex and dynamic environment.
Managing with Mindfulness: Connecting with Students in the 21st Century draws
on educational psychology, duty-of-care principles and mindfulness practices to
introduce the Control/Connect continuum as a model designed to foster inclusive
classroom practices for the contemporary classroom. Addressing topics such as
communication, positive relationships, emotional literacy, motivation and
classroom behaviours, the work is written to support Initial Teacher Education
students in their transition to practice. Framed by the Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers, Graduate level, this new textbook integrates the
theoretical contexts of classroom management with the needs of contemporary
teachers, as situated within the historical context of 21st century teaching and
learning. The text is supported throughout with engaging and thought-provoking
case studies and activities, thinking points and end-of-chapter review questions
that encourage reflection on key concepts and practices.
This handbook offers a comprehensive overview of cloud computing security
technology and implementation while exploring practical solutions to a wide
range of cloud computing security issues. As more organizations use cloud
computing and cloud providers for data operations, the need for proper security
in these and other potentially vulnerable areas has become a global priority for
organizations of all sizes. Research efforts from academia and industry as
conducted and reported by experts in all aspects of security related to cloud
computing are gathered within one reference guide. Features • Covers patching
and configuration vulnerabilities of a cloud server • Evaluates methods for data
encryption and long-term storage in a cloud server • Demonstrates how to verify
identity using a certificate chain and how to detect inappropriate changes to data
or system configurations John R. Vacca is an information technology consultant
and internationally known author of more than 600 articles in the areas of
advanced storage, computer security, and aerospace technology. John was also
a configuration management specialist, computer specialist, and the computer
security official (CSO) for NASA’s space station program (Freedom) and the
International Space Station Program from 1988 until his 1995 retirement from
NASA.
It is now seen as essential that all businesses assess their exposure to business
risk especially in relation to value creation. This book explains the practical links
between risk management and the impact it has on the value of your business. It
offers vital, accessible and timely tools to assist you in making an immediate
difference to the core value of your business and thereby satisfy the demands of
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an ever increasing range of stakeholders. This book will help you: • Discover how
risk exposure can have a financial impact on your business • Make your
business become more sustainable financially, socially and environmentally •
Learn how to apply knowledge fast with this practical guide to risk management
issues The sustainable approach covered by this book spans business survival to
more recent issues, such as the use of energy and natural resources. It highlights
the value of a more enlightened approach throughout an organization. In doing
so the book explains the practical links between risk management and the impact
on value using the Sustainable and Economic Risk Management (SERM)
methodology which considers: • inherent risk • management of risk • residual
risk exposure. By exploring the various frameworks that organizations operate in
today – whether compulsory, compliance driven, voluntary or motivated by best
practice – the book offers a practical tool through the SERM model which is at the
heart of the book’s approach to risk management. This model, together with its
global EFR model, have established proven and practical methodologies to
achieve sustainable risk management techniques that are accessible to all
organizations. * Explains why risk management is a significant tool in enhancing
the overall value or performance of any given organization. * Examples of how
risks are quantified and explanations of how risk exposure can have a real
‘material’ financial impact on an organization * Provides best practice examples
along with case studies that demonstrate how risks are dealt with by
organizations that are rising to the challenge to become more sustainable,
financially, socially and environmentally
Winner of 2013 IIE/Joint Publishers Book-of-the-Year AwardEmphasizing a
quantitative approach, Supply Chain Engineering: Models and Applications
provides state-of-the-art mathematical models, concepts, and solution methods
important in the design, control, operation, and management of global supply
chains. The text provides an understanding of
Written by a group of academics and practitioners, this guide isfor construction
practitioners having to manage real projects. Itshows how the risk management
process improves decision making inconditions of uncertainty. This new edition
includes the input of the Turnbull report, as wellas to introduce the concept of
corporate, strategic business, andproject level risk. The authors cover: * a
description of risk management and decision making in thecontext of a
construction project * the human dimension * tools and techniques available to
the risk analyst * the problems of procurement and finance * the practical
application of risk analysis, including theprinciples of risk modelling and
simulation, together wit casestudies. A thorough understanding of these concepts
will provide the projectmanager with the basis for effective decision making. From
the reviews of the first edition: 'This book should be compulsory reading for all
concerned with themanagement of risk in construction - whether academics
orpractitioners.' Chartered Surveyor Monthly 'A valuable addition to the literature
... which helps condense,simplify and provide practical advice on how to
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implement riskmanagement on construction projects.'
This CCPS Guideline book outlines current transportation risk analysis software
programs and demonstrates several available risk assessment programs for land
transport by rail, truck, and pipeline for consequences that may affect the public
or the environment. Provides introductory transport risk considerations for
process engineers Gives guidance on route selection, equipment factors and
materials Describes transportation security risk issues and industry practices to
mitigate them Includes loading and unloading checklists for several transport
modes Develops specific operating procedures and checklists to reduce human
error Discusses considerations for transportation security, including threat and
vulnerability assessments and potential countermeasures Summarizes key
transportation security regulations, guidelines and industry initiatives. Note: CDROM/DVD and other supplementary materials are not included as part of eBook
file.
Effective risk management is essential for the success of large projects built and
operated by the Department of Energy (DOE), particularly for the one-of-a-kind
projects that characterize much of its mission. To enhance DOEâ€™s risk
management efforts, the department asked the NRC to prepare a summary of
the most effective practices used by leading owner organizations. The studyâ€™s
primary objective was to provide DOE project managers with a basic
understanding of both the project ownerâ€™s risk management role and effective
oversight of those risk management activities delegated to contractors.
Learn to measure risk and develop a plan to protect employees and company interests
by applying the advice and tools in Risk and Security Management: Protecting People
and Sites Worldwide. In a world concerned with global terrorism, instability of emerging
markets, and hazardous commercial operations, this book shines as a relevant and
timely text with a plan you can easily apply to your organization. Find a series of
strategic to granular level policies, systems, and concepts which identify and address
risk, enabling business to occur in a manner which best protects you and your
company.
Readers discover a managerially-focused overview of information security with a
thorough treatment of how to most effectively administer it with MANAGEMENT OF
INFORMATION SECURITY, 5E. Information throughout helps readers become
information security management practitioners able to secure systems and networks in
a world where continuously emerging threats, ever-present attacks, and the success of
criminals illustrate the weaknesses in current information technologies. Current and
future professional managers complete this book with the exceptional blend of skills
and experiences to develop and manage the more secure computing environments that
today’s organizations need. This edition offers a tightened focus on key executive and
managerial aspects of information security while still emphasizing the important
foundational material to reinforce key concepts. Updated content reflects the most
recent developments in the field, including NIST, ISO, and security governance.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
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This book discusses risk management as it applies to problem-solving for simple,
complex and wicked problems faced by policy creators and implementors, project
managers and systems engineers in the context of policies, large engineering projects
(LEPs), projects and systems. When applying systems thinking to risk management, it
can be seen that risk management applies to almost every action taken in daily life.
This book: Introduces the systems approach of integrating risk management into policy
creation and implementation, project management and systems engineering, such as
the risk framework and the Firm Fixed Price (FFP) contract with penalties and bonuses.
Introduces a number of out-of-the box concepts building on the application of the
systems thinking tools in the system thinker’s toolbox. Points out that integrating risk
management into policy and project management and systems engineering is just good
management and engineering practice. Discusses the flow of risk in a policy from
creation through implementation via LEPs and simpler projects, identifying where risks
arise and where they should be dealt with. Presents the risks in the relationship
between policy creation, implementation, project management and systems
engineering. Discusses risks throughout the policy implementation process and shows
how the nature of risks changes from political to financial to technological as
implementation proceeds. Discusses managing complexity and specifies the minimum
number of elements in a system for it to be defined as, and managed as, complex.
Points out that in most instances the traditionally ignored major implementation risk is
that of poor performance by personnel. Shows how to proactively incorporate
prevention into planning in order to prevent risks, as well as how to mitigate them when
they occur.
Its unified treatment of derivative security applications to both risk management and
speculative trading separates this book from others. Presenting an integrated
explanation of speculative trading and risk management from the practitioner's point of
view, Risk Management, Speculation, and Derivative Securities is the only standard
text on financial risk management that departs from the perspective of an agent whose
main concerns are pricing and hedging derivatives. After offering a general framework
for risk management and speculation using derivative securities, it explores specific
applications to forward contracts and options. Not intended as a comprehensive
introduction to derivative securities, Risk Management, Speculation, and Derivative
Securities is the innovative, useful approach that addresses new developments in
derivatives and risk management. *The only standard text on financial risk management
that departs from the perspective of an agent whose main concerns are pricing and
hedging derivatives *Examines speculative trading and risk management from the
practitioner's point of view *Provides an innovative, useful approach that addresses
new developments in derivatives and risk management
Personal data is increasingly being exchanged and stored by electronic means, making
businesses, organizations and individuals more vulnerable than ever to identity theft
and fraud. This book provides a practical and accessible guide to identity theft and
fraud using a risk management approach. It outlines various strategies that can be
easily implemented to help prevent identity theft and fraud. It addresses technical
issues in a clear and uncomplicated way to help decision-makers at all levels
understand the steps their businesses and organizations can take to mitigate identity
theft and fraud risks. And it highlights the risks individuals face in this digital age. This
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book can help anyone – businesses and organizations of all sizes, as well as
individuals – develop an identity theft and fraud prevention strategy that will reduce their
risk and protect their identity assets. To date, little has been written on identity theft and
fraud with a Canadian audience in mind. This book fills that gap, helping Canadians
minimize their identity theft and fraud risks.
Research and Development is the vehicle by which organizations and economies
create opportunity, innovation and secure a stream of future products and
services.These outcomes are all critically important sources of sustainability in a world
that is changing faster than most companies can keep up.The challenge behind them is
the fundamental unpredictability of R&D; which is why effective project management is
so important. Ron Basu's Managing Projects in Research and Development explains
how and why project management can provide a means of helping to plan, organise
and control multi-disciplinary research activities without stifling innovation. Combining
research with practical examples and experience from a career that has included blue
chip organizations such as GSK, GlaxoWellcome and Unilever, Ron Basu offers a
rigorous guide to the fundamentals of R&D project management including project
lifecycle management, risk management, cost, time quality and other success
measures as well as the keys to operational excellence in this complicated world.
The Practice Standard for Project Risk Management covers risk management as it is
applied to single projects only. It does not cover risk in programs or portfolios. This
practice standard is consistent with the PMBOK® Guide and is aligned with other PMI
practice standards. Different projects, organizations and situations require a variety of
approaches to risk management and there are several specific ways to conduct risk
management that are in agreement with principles of Project Risk Management as
presented in this practice standard.
Public concern over high-profile mistakes in IVF clinics and the concomitant increase in
governmental regulation, have given rise to widespread recognition of the need for
accreditation of IVF clinics. Modern accreditation schemes are largely based on the
principles of ISO 9001 and related standards, at the heart of which lies the expectation
of a formal quality management system. Risk analysis and risk minimization are also
being demanded of IVF clinics, but many only have limited understanding of how to
approach these essential management tasks. This book brings together the basics of
quality management and risk management, focussing on 'prophylactic management' prevention rather than cure. Each chapter in this new edition is fully updated and
extended to include new material such as, quality and risk management in the ART
clinic, and an illustrative example of a 'well-run' clinic. This is the essential guide for
clinicians and IVF laboratory staff.
Although there are a number of publications covering records management generically,
very few are focused on the specific challenges of particular sectors, and fewer still on
current regulatory, legal and governance issues associated with managing records in
global banking and finance businesses. This timely book fills this gap by exploring
these complex issues fully, and offers strategies and examples of best practice to meet
the recordkeeping challenges to which they give rise in corporate and commercial
banking enterprises operating in global capital markets. The examples and cases
studies encompass recordkeeping in investment banking, asset management,
brokerage and other financial services which serve global markets, and the book will be
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of particular significance to the financial sector. However, covering as it does the issues
that arise from operating across borders and jurisdictions, it will also be of relevance to
multi-national businesses in other sectors. The key chapters cover: setting the scene:
background and concepts regulatory and legal compliance common trends in financial
services: balancing risk and return litigation-related issues recordkeeping approaches.
Whilst the expert team of authors are careful to ensure that the book reflects
recognized records management principles, the accessible language used will assure
its value to information professionals and others without a formal records management
background. Readership: This much-needed textbook will be essential reading for
records managers, archivists and information professionals who manage records in the
financial sector. It will also be invaluable for individuals engaged in a wide range of
disciplines who rely on records to meet the increasing number of legal and regulatory
obligations to which institutions engaged in global banking and finance are now subject.
These include: compliance professionals, data protection officers, governance
professionals, regulators and risk managers, senior managers and directors, chief
operating officers and IT specialists.
Applied Human Resource Management: Strategic Issues and Experiential Exercises
gives business students in-depth, hands-on experiential learning applications to help
them develop the skills they will need as human resource professionals who deal with
people in diverse settings and situations. Providing maximum teaching flexibility, each
chapter presents ten different issues that organizations must resolve to manage their
human resources effectively. These chapters also offer four distinct types of interactive
learning experiences: Strategic Issues in HRM Exercises, Applications, Experiential
Exercises, and Creative Exercises. Key Features Offers four Strategic Issues in HRM
exercises in each chapter that can be used for class discussions, assigned as
homework problems, used as topics for group presentations, or incorporated into tests
as essay questions Includes two Applications per chapter, brief projects that require
students to apply a human resource management concept to a realistic situation, which
are ideal for use as homework assignments, instructor illustrations/demonstrations, or
in-class projects Provides two Experiential Exercises in each chapter to provide
students with hands-on learning experiences within a realistic context Includes two
open-ended Creative Exercises per chapter that ask students or teams to develop
unique solutions to realistic problems using what they have learned Provides a list of
each chapter's exercises grouped according to The Human Resource Certification
Institute's Body of Knowledge in Human Resources Management categories to help
instructors plan the exercises they want to use according to the HRM Body of
Knowledge Intended Audience This book is an ideal core or supplemental text for
graduate-level courses in Human Resource Management, Advanced Human Resource
Management, and Personnel Management in departments of business, management,
public administration, education, and psychology.
The 5th Edition of Jack Marchewka's Information Technology Project Management
focuses on how to create measurable organizational value (MOV) through IT projects.
The author uses the concept of MOV, combined with his own research, to create a solid
foundation for making decisions throughout the project's lifecycle. The book's
integration of project management and IT concepts provides students with the tools and
techniques they need to develop in this field.
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In the same way as the 4Ps of marketing are a fundamental principle of business
theory, this book puts forward the 10Ps of Risk Management as a consistent and
comprehensive approach to the subject. The 10Ps of Risk Management offers a holistic
approach, bringing together all elements of risk management for managers, safety and
environmental consultants, business advisers and students on occupational health and
safety and environmental studies courses.
NUTRITION, EXERCISE, AND BEHAVIOR: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO
WEIGHT MANAGEMENT is designed for students and professionals in a variety of
disciplines who need to understand the basic principles of weight management. It
incorporates a multifaceted, public health approach to issues of weight management
examining not only individual factors, but societal, family, and environmental factors
contributing to eating disorders and overweight/obesity. The text includes detailed
coverage of assessment techniques, behavioral and non-behavioral treatment
approaches, and prevention strategies. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
In recent years, process safety management system compliance audits have revealed
that organizations often have significant opportunities for improving their Mechanical
Integrity programs. As part of the Center for Chemical Process Safety's Guidelines
series, Guidelines for Mechanical Integrity Systems provides practitioners a basic
familiarity of mechanical integrity concepts and best practices. The book recommends
efficient approaches for establishing a successful MI program.
A practitioner-focused guide featuring tools, models, and experience from the front lines
of sustainability management on major projects With the growing need for sustainability
management on large resource, infrastructure and power projects, this book provides
project teams and sustainability practitioners with the practical advice, tools, and
resources they need to create better projects. It offers extensive guidance for
integrating sustainability into project design, planning and delivery. In each chapter, the
authors provide invaluable sustainability management strategies and sample tools for
project execution plans, engineering decision-making, stakeholder engagement
tracking, logging commitments and follow-up actions, permit tracking, and construction
management. Integrating Sustainability into Major Projects: Best Practices and Tools
for Project Teams begins by introducing readers to the topic, as well as the common
terminology. It then offers readers an overview of major projects, covering types of
projects and project structures, the key players, and how to understand and manage
different perspectives of time and space. Next, it looks at standards and guidelines,
followed by chapters on: Project Management; Managing Risk and Opportunity;
Sustainability Management Tools; Approvals and Permits; Design; Procurement;
Construction Management; Commissioning; and more. This book: Provides analysis
tools and resources that practitioners and project teams can use to successfully
integrate and manage sustainability into major project design and delivery including
industrial, resource, power, and infrastructure projects; Guides readers on how to work
with local communities, engage with stakeholders and develop sustainability programs
that support project financing; Includes case studies, lessons learned and expertise
from a wide range of actual major projects and the authors' professional experiences
with integrating sustainability; Leads practitioners through the major project types and
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their typical components, structure, and timelines, and demonstrates how sustainability
can be effectively integrated into each type of major project. Integrating Sustainability
into Major Projects provides the tools project teams need to successfully integrate
sustainability into project design and management, making it an ideal tool for project
teams and sustainability practitioners working on major resource, power, or
infrastructure projects. It will also benefit project owners, organizational leaders, project
finance professionals, government regulators and graduate students in engineering,
project management, sustainability management, or environmental design and
architecture.
The practical e-guide that gives you the skills to succeed as a project manager.
Discover how to improve your project management skills by defining a project brief,
identifying stakeholders, and building a strong team. You'll also learn useful tips for
initiating projects, setting deadlines, and managing your budgets. Essential Managers
gives you a practical "how-to" approach with step-by-step instructions, tips, checklists,
and "ask yourself" features showing you how to focus your energy, manage change,
and make an impact. DK's Essential Managers series contains the knowledge you need
to be a more effective manager and hone your management style. Whether you're new
to project management or simply looking to sharpen your existing skills, this is the eguide for you.
Here is a chapter from Investment Banking Explained, which provides a clear overview
of this complex industry. It covers the history, key terms, structures, and strategies of
investment banking and breaks the business down into its respective specialties--from
traders, brokers, and analysts to relationship managers, hedgers, and retirement
planners--illustrating how each contributes to the industry as a whole. This
comprehensive guide examines the operations of the world's most successful firms, as
well as explains how investment banks are forging their international strategies.
ACSM’s Certification Review is the ultimate resource to help you pass the exam to
become a Certified Personal Trainer (CPT), Certified Health Fitness Specialist (HFS),
or Certified Clinical Exercise Specialist (CES). Highlights include: · Case studies that
reinforce concepts, organized by KSA domains · Practice Exams that contain questions
for each certification level · Job Task Analysis tables that provide breakdowns of all the
KSAs by certification level and domain
TRY (FREE for 14 days), OR RENT this title: www.wileystudentchoice.com Projects
continue to grow larger, increasingly strategic, and more complex, with greater
collaboration, instant feedback, specialization, and an ever-expanding list of
stakeholders. Now more than ever, effective project management is critical for the
success of any deliverable, and the demand for qualified Project Managers has leapt
into nearly all sectors. Project Management provides a robust grounding in essentials of
the field using a managerial approach to both fundamental concepts and real-world
practice. Designed for business students, this text follows the project life cycle from
beginning to end to demonstrate what successful project management looks like on the
ground. Expert discussion details specific techniques and applications, while guiding
students through the diverse skill set required to select, initiate, execute, and evaluate
today's projects. Insightful coverage of change management provides clear guidance
on handling the organizational, interpersonal, economic, and technical glitches that can
derail any project, while in-depth cases and real-world examples illustrate essential
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concepts in action.
The Owner's Role in Project Risk ManagementNational Academies Press
All projects are inherently risky, and especially complex ones can potentially be the
downfall for even the most experienced project manager. From technical challenges to
resource issues to overwhelming and unrealistic deadlines to the rarely dependable
commitment of your subcontractors, any number of things can go completely
wrong--any day of the week! Therefore, perhaps the most essential component of every
project manager’s job is the ability to identify potential risks before they cause
unnecessary headaches and turmoil all around.Fully updated and consistent with the
Risk Management Professional (RMP) certification and the Guide to the Project
Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK®), Identifying and Managing Project Risk
remains the definitive resource for project managers seeking to be pro-active in their
efforts to guard against failure and minimize unwanted surprises. From being able to
draw on real-world situations and hundreds of examples of those who have gone before
them, readers of this third edition will learn how to:• Use high-level risk assessment
tools• Implement a system for monitoring and controlling projects• Properly document
every consideration• Personalize proven methods for project risk planning to fit their
specific project• And moreComplete with fresh guidance on program risk management,
qualitative and quantitative risk analysis, simulation and modeling, and significant “nonproject” risks, this one-stop indispensable resource is what every project manager
needs to eliminate surprises and keep their projects on task.
Gido/Clements's best-selling SUCCESSFUL PROJECT MANAGEMENT, 6E presents
everything you need to know to work successfully in today's exciting project
management environment, from the organization and management of effective project
teams to planning, scheduling, and cost management. Revised chapters closely align
with the PMBOK (Project Management Body of Knowledge) framework to ensure that
you are mastering today's best management practices. Coverage of the latest business
developments and challenges introduce issues such as project constraints, the project
charter, and how projects relate to an organization's strategic plan. You even gain
experience working with the latest version of today's most popular project management
software--Microsoft Project 2013--using the trial version that is available to download on
the student companion site. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"The increasing rate of technological change we are experiencing in our lifetime yields
competitive advantage to organizations and individuals who are willing to embrace risk
and the opportunities it presents. Those who choose to minimize or avoid risk, as
opposed to managing it, set a course for obsolescence. Hall has captured the essence
of risk management and given us a practical guide for the application of useful
principles in software-intensive product development. This is must reading for public
and private sector managers who want to succeed as we begin the next century." Daniel P. Czelusniak, Director, Acquisition Program Integration Office of the Under
Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Technology) The Pentagon "Since it is more
than just common sense, the newcomer to risk management needs an intelligent guide.
It is in this role that Elaine Hall's book excels. This book provides a set of practical and
well-delineated processes for implementation of the discipline." - Tom DeMarco, from
the Foreword Risk is inherent in the development of any large software system. A
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common approach to risk in software development is to ignore it and hope that no
serious problems occur. Leading software companies use quantitative risk
management methods as a more useful approach to achieve success. Written for busy
professionals charged with delivering high-quality products on time and within budget,
Managing Risk is a comprehensive guide that describes a success formula for
managing software risk. The book is divided into five parts that describe a risk
management road map designed to take you from crisis to control of your software
project. Highlights include: Six disciplines for managing product development. Steps to
predictable risk-management process results. How to establish the infrastructure for a
risk-aware culture. Methods for the implementation of a risk management plan. Case
studies of people in crisis and in control.
How far would or should you go to feel secure? While everyone wants safety and
security, the measures to achieve it are often viewed of as intrusive, unwanted, a
hassle, and limiting to personal and professional freedoms. Yet, when an incident
occurs, we can never have enough security. Security Management for Occupational
Safety provides a framework through which occupational safety practitioners can
critically examine their organizational environments and make them safer while
assuming a best possible relationship between obtrusion and necessity. This book
examines the diverse factors involved in occupational management—planning, people,
budget, information, and preparedness—to present an accurately balanced picture of
safety functions. It uses a critical thinking approach to interpreting data as a tool for
providing more effective occupational safety management. The book discusses core
security management competencies of planning, organizing, staffing, and leading while
providing a process to critically analyze those functions. It stresses the benefits of using
a methodical critical thinking process in building a comprehensive safety management
system, addressing information security, cyber security, energy-sector security,
chemical security, and general security management utilizing a critical thinking
framework. The author doesn’t focus on how to secure, guard, or protect. While there
are commonalities in many aspects of occupational risks and hazards, all are going to
be unique. Instead, he guides you through each stage of critical thinking, emphasizing
the ability to articulate the differing aspects of business and security management by
reasoning through complex problems in the changing organizational landscape. The
book not only provides fundamental concepts in security but it also creates informed,
critical, and creative security managers who communicate effectively in their
environment and make informed well-thought-out judgments to tailor a security program
to fit a specific organization.

Arlene Fink outlines the basic concepts & vocabulary necessary for programme
evaluation & illustrates how to review the quality of evaluation research so as to
make informed decisions about methods & outcomes.
"Mike Worth does a great job of explaining the concepts of nonprofit
management and provides excellent case studies and exercises so students can
see how these concepts work in the real-world." —Durand H. Crosby, J.D., Ph.D.,
Oklahoma University Michael J. Worth’s best-seller, Nonprofit Management:
Principles and Practice, provides a comprehensive, insightful overview of key
topics nonprofit leaders encounter daily. Worth covers both the governance and
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management of nonprofit organizations—the scope and structure of the nonprofit
sector, leadership of nonprofits, management, fundraising, earned income
strategies, financial management, lobbying and advocacy, managing
international and global organizations, and social entrepreneurship—helping
readers understand what they are and how they work. The text balances
research, theory, and practitioner literature with current cases and the most
recent data available, making it appropriate for undergraduates, graduate
students, and nonprofit professionals. The Sixth Edition has been updated to
include new material regarding diversity, equity, and inclusion; volunteer
stewardship; nonprofit executive transitions; models for pursuing earned income;
ethical dilemmas and controversial donors; generational differences in the
workplace; and an exploration of the role of nonprofits in advancing social
movements. Attention Instructors! Free digital resources are included with this
text. Learn more.
PART OF THE JONES & BARTLETT LEARNING INFORMATION SYSTEMS
SECURITY & ASSURANCE SERIES Revised and updated with the latest data in
the field, the Second Edition of Managing Risk in Information Systems provides a
comprehensive overview of the SSCP(r) Risk, Response, and Recovery Domain
in addition to providing a thorough overview of risk management and its
implications on IT infrastructures and compliance. Written by industry experts,
and using a wealth of examples and exercises, this book incorporates hands-on
activities to walk the reader through the fundamentals of risk management,
strategies and approaches for mitigating risk, and the anatomy of how to create a
plan that reduces risk. Instructor's Material for Managing Risk in Information
Systems include: PowerPoint Lecture Slides Instructor's Guide Course Syllabus
Quiz & Exam Questions Case Scenarios/Handouts
No single resource can convey everything that a coach should know and do. So
Coaching Excellence does the next best thing: it builds on the basics to provide
you with a wealth of information so you can become more adept in your role as
an excellent coach. Eighteen experts offer the best knowledge, research and
insights that you can apply in working with your athletes, players and teams. This
comprehensive manual focuses on the three key facets of coaching: 1. Roles and
responsibilities of a coach. One size doesn’t fit all, so you will find several
examples of successful coaches with quite varied personalities and skills. 2.
Plans and methods that stem from the core values and that are implemented in
achieving the major goals of the program. This requires ongoing evaluation of
objectives and a commitment to achieving long-term success regardless of any
pitfalls encountered in the process. Learn what this entails on a daily, weekly and
seasonal basis. 3. Applications of the sport sciences to enhance fitness and the
technical, tactical and mental skills of athletes. Don’t look for a trip to the lab. All
the research findings here have practical uses to take individual and team
performances to new heights. Throughout the text, you will find proven strategies,
advice and insights. From evaluating and teaching skills to motivation, nutrition
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and safety, Coaching Excellence is the complete guide to becoming a complete
coach.
Integrated Risk Management for Leisure Services provides both students and
professionals with a systematic approach to safety. By integrating risk
management, accident prevention, and emergency response with information on
legal liability, Integrated Risk Management for Leisure Services enables leisure
service providers to implement strategies to reduce or eliminate bodily injury,
property damage, and financial loss. Integrated Risk Management for Leisure
Services uses a four-phase integrated risk management model. The first three
phases focus on negligence, the accident process, and risk management plans
to reduce or eliminate injury, damage, or loss. The fourth phase focuses on what
to do after an incident occurs to reduce the impact of injury, damage, or loss.
Integrated Risk Management for Leisure features several unique aspects for
students and professionals in the recreation and park field. It covers safety
prevention and accident processes in the recreation and parks field. Then it
addresses how to manage the post-incident situation to reduce impacts. Last, the
text integrates these two new areas with the traditional areas of legal liability and
risk management planning in an effort to provide safer recreation and park
programs.
The ABC of Sports and Exercise Medicine provides general practitioners with a
comprehensive overview of the field of sports medicine. This highly illustrated
and thoroughly revised and updated new edition: • Reflects new developments
and current practice • Includes new chapters on medical care at sporting events,
environmental factors of sports and exercise, benefits of exercise in health and
disease, nutrition and ergogenic supplements, and the use of drugs in sport •
Covers the benefits of exercise among special populations such as the disabled,
obese, pregnant, children and the elderly Covering the latest topics and including
case studies of common sports and exercise medicine conditions, the ABC of
Sports and Exercise Medicine is an essential practical guide for general
practitioners, family physicians, junior doctors, medical students,
physiotherapists, and all health professionals dealing with the treatment and
prevention of sports-related injuries.
IIE/Joint Publishers Book of the Year Award 2016! Awarded for ‘an outstanding
published book that focuses on a facet of industrial engineering, improves
education, or furthers the profession’. Engineering Decision Making and Risk
Management emphasizes practical issues and examples of decision making with
applications in engineering design and management Featuring a blend of
theoretical and analytical aspects, this book presents multiple perspectives on
decision making to better understand and improve risk management processes
and decision-making systems. Engineering Decision Making and Risk
Management uniquely presents and discusses three perspectives on decision
making: problem solving, the decision-making process, and decision-making
systems. The author highlights formal techniques for group decision making and
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game theory and includes numerical examples to compare and contrast different
quantitative techniques. The importance of initially selecting the most appropriate
decision-making process is emphasized through practical examples and
applications that illustrate a variety of useful processes. Presenting an approach
for modeling and improving decision-making systems, Engineering Decision
Making and Risk Management also features: Theoretically sound and practical
tools for decision making under uncertainty, multi-criteria decision making, group
decision making, the value of information, and risk management Practical
examples from both historical and current events that illustrate both good and
bad decision making and risk management processes End-of-chapter exercises
for readers to apply specific learning objectives and practice relevant skills A
supplementary website with instructional support material, including worked
solutions to the exercises, lesson plans, in-class activities, slides, and
spreadsheets An excellent textbook for upper-undergraduate and graduate
students, Engineering Decision Making and Risk Management is appropriate for
courses on decision analysis, decision making, and risk management within the
fields of engineering design, operations research, business and management
science, and industrial and systems engineering. The book is also an ideal
reference for academics and practitioners in business and management science,
operations research, engineering design, systems engineering, applied
mathematics, and statistics.
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